A completed screen for mutations of the rhodopsin gene in a panel of patients with autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa.
Recently it has been demonstrated that some families with autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa (adRP) have mutations in the rhodopsin gene while others do not. Previously we have identified six such mutations in seven adRP families in this laboratory, one of which was previously described in US patients. We now present a completed screen of the rhodopsin gene in a panel of 39 adRP families, by a rapid screening technique which will be of use for routine diagnosis. Nine different mutations were ultimately found, in a total of twelve of the 39 families. These include the six previously identified mutations, in codons 68-71, 190, 211, 255, 296 and 347, two new ones in codons 53 and 106, and another mutation first identified in a single US patient, in codon 58. Thus approximately 30% of adRP families have 'Rhodopsin RP' while the remainder probably have a defect elsewhere in the genome. Of those families in which rhodopsin mutations have been found, four have been classified D type, three as sectorial RP and the remainder are of uncertain classification. All families excluded from chromosome 3q by linkage have been classified R type. These data suggest a correlation between clinical sub-classification and the underlying rhodopsin/non-rhodopsin heterogeneity.